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MAGGIES APPLAUSE 

A half-sister to a grade one winning millionaire, Maggies Applause is offered carrying 
a Hard Spun colt who is a three-quarters brother or sister to a currently active stakes 
winner. 

Maggies Applause is a winning daughter of the A.P. Indy stallion Congrats. He is an 
exceptional sire of fillies, and his daughters include such as the multiple grade one 
winning Turbulent Descent; grade one winners Haveyougoneaway, Emma’s Encore, 
and Wickedly Perfect; and graded scorers Forever Darling, Venus Valentine, Polar 
River, Overture, and Jacaranda. With his first few runners a broodmare sire, Congrats 
is already represented by Hartley, successful in the Nakayama Hopeful Stakes (gr. III), 
Spanish Steps, a group winner in Ireland, and stakes winner Derek Adrian.  

Maggies Applause is half-sister to the top-class and remarkably versatile performer, 
Comma to the Top. Successful in nine stakes events, five graded, Comma to the Top 
won black-type events on dirt, turf, and all-weather surfaces. He gained a grade one 
triumph in the CashCall Futurity (gr. I) at two, and among his other successes were 
the Tom Fool Handicap (gr. III), Daytona Stakes (gr. III), Los Angeles Handicap (gr. III), 
and Generous Stakes (gr. I). His graded stakes placings include seconds in the Santa 
Anita Derby (gr. I), beaten just a head, and the Triple Bend Handicap (gr. I). 

Maggies Applause is also half-sister to Vending Machine, a three-year-old of 2017, 
who won the Eddie Logan Stakes, and took second in the Cecil B. Demille Stakes    
(gr. III).  Her dam, Maggies Storm, also has a two-year-old filly by Street Cry, a 
yearling colt by Cairo Prince, and is bred to Frosted.  

Maggies Storm is half-sister to stakes winner Yes He’s A Pistol, and is out of the 
Virginia Handicap (gr. III) victress Maggies Pistol. In turn, Maggies Pistol is out of Miss 
Magistrate, a half-sister to Good Potential, winner of the Sorority Stakes (gr. III), and 
grade one placed, and herself third dam of the Frizette Stakes (gr. I) winner 
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Nickname. Miss Magistrate is also a sister to Nicole Rene, dam of stakes winner First 
Shot and granddam of stakes winner Air Julie. 

Maggies Applause is dam of a yearling filly by War Front’s young son Soldat, has a 
weanling colt by hot freshman sire Overanalyze, and is bred to Hard Spun. A record-
breaking stallion, Hard Spun has sired 60 stakes winners, including Champion Three-
Year-Old Filly Questing and other grade one winners Zo Impressive, Wicked Strong, 
Hard Not To Like, Hardest Core, Smooth Roller, Hard Aces, Le Romain, and Ertijaal.  

The Hard Spun foal out of Maggies Applause is bred on the Hard Spun cross with A.P. 
Indy mares that produced group two winner Moviesta and stakes winners The Tea 
Cups and Now Spun. What’s more it will be a three-quarters brother or sister to the 
stakes winning and graded placed Hard Spun son Vending Machine. 

 

 


